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&.stract-The existence of posmve eqtuhbnum solutlonb of the McKendnck equations for the dyndmlc? 
of an age-structured population IS stuched ds a blfurcdtlon phenomenon usmg the Inherent net reproductive 
rate n as a blfurcatlon parameter Under only contmmty assumptions on the density dependent death 
and temhty rates, it IS shown that a global contmuum of posltlve eqmhbna exists m a certam Banach 
space This contmuum connects from the tnvlal solutton at n = 1 to the boundary of the domam on 
which the problem IS posed Results concermng the spectrum are given In pamcular, some circumstances 
are described under which posltlve eqmhbna exist for all n values greater than the cntlcal value n = 1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
If p = ~(2, a) 2 0 1s the density of reproducmg mdlvlduals of age a II-I a population at time 
t, then the equations 
splat + aplaa + ,u(a, p)p = 0, t > 0, 0 -c a < A 5 +CO 
p(t, 0) = F(a, P)P(t, a) da, t > 0 
(1 1) 
describe respectively the removals and additions to the population, which 1s assumed closed 
to lmmlgratlon and emigration, m terms of the (per unit density per unit time) death and fertlhty 
rates ,U and F These vital rates are assumed ependent upon a and p, but mdependent of t 
The number A I +x is a maximal age for any member of the population and it 1s required 
that 
PO, A) = 0, t > o 
Coupled with an mltlal condltlon ~(0, a) = P(a), 0 < a < A, these equations determme the 
future time evolution of the age-specific population density p These equations have come to 
be called the McKendnck equations 
In recent years (particularly Since the seminal paper of Gurtm and MacCamy[3]) there has 
been a rapidly growing hterature dealing with vanous aspects of this model system of equations 
and its lmphcatlons concemmg age-structured population dynamics One fundamental question 
is that of the existence of posmve equlhbnum solutions p(t, a) = p(a) (sometimes n-usleaclmgly 
called “stable age chstnbutlons” although they may be mathematically unstable) with winch 
&us paper deals solely The goal is to give a general “global” existence result under n-uld 
assumptions on the vital rates p and F and to do so wlthm the framework of bifurcation theory 
An equihbnum solution p = p(a) 2 0 must satisfy the equlhbnum equations 
p’(a) + ~(a, p)p(a) = 0, 0 < a < A I += 
P(O) = * F(a, P)P(U) da, p(A) = 0 
In accordance with the approach taken here which will utlhze certain global blfurcatlon tech- 
niques, the existence of solutions of these equations will be studied as a function of a selected 
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parameter This bifurcation parameter will be taken to be the &erent net reproductzve rate n 
at low density (technically at p = 0) as defined by 
n = F(a, 0) exp (-Ma, 0)) da, Ma, p) = 
T&IS inherent net reproductive rate is the expected (per unit) number of offspring over a hfe- 
span In order to introduce this parameter mto the equations, the normaltzed fertzlq rate f = 
f(u, p) IS defined to be the ratio of the (per unit) fertility at age a to the (per unit) expected 
number of offsprmg Then F = nf and the equlhbnum equations can be wntten 
(a) p’(u) + ~(a, p)p(u) = 0, 0 < a < A 5 += 
@I ~(0) = n 
(~1 P(A) = 0 
Note that under this normalization 




The equlhbnum equations (1 2) have the tnvlal solution p = 0 for all values of the 
parameter n Of pnmary interest m understandmg the time evolution of an age-structured 
population whose dynamics are governed by the model equations (1 1) 1s a knowledge of the 
set of values of n for which the equlhbnum equations (1 2) have a nontnvlal, positive solution 
p After some prehmmary matters m Section 2, including the prerequlslte linear theory when 
A < + 03, an existence result when A < + ~4 1s given m Section 3 for a global continuum C + 
of pars (n, p) lying m a certain Banach space where p 1s a nontnvlal, positive solution of (1 2) 
correspondmg to the mherent net reproductive rate IZ More specifically the mam result of this 
paper (Theorem 1) shows that under mild condltlons on ,U and f, a contmuum C’ of positive 
solutions (n, p) of (1 2) bifurcates from the tnvlal solution (n, p) = (1, 0) and connects to the 
boundary of the domam on which the problem (1 2) 1s posed The cntlcal solution (n, p) = 
(1, 0) IS the blologlcally meaningful tnvlal solution at which the inherent net reproductive rate 
n equals one, a point at which birth and death processes combme to yield exact per unit 
replacement 
In Section 4 rt 1s shown how these results for A < +m can be extended to the technically 
more complicated case A = +a In Section 5 the spectrum associated with the contmuum of 
positive eqmhbna 1s studied and m Section 6 these results (as well as a few other points) are 
illustrated by means of an example 
There are many recent papers which contain existence results for equlhbnum solutions of 
(1 1) For example, see [5-8, 10, 1 I] and the refrences cited in these papers None of these 
papers take the blfurcatlon approach taken here and all require much stronger estnctions on 
p and f than are required here m hypothesis H1 or H2 below In H 1 or H2 no special functtonal 
dependence of p and f on p 1s assumed as IS frequently the case m the literature (where, for 
example, either ,U or f IS often assumed independent of p or It 1s assumed that the functional 
dependence on p 1s through a dependence on total population size P(t) = Ji p(u) da only) 
Nor do we need here any monotomclty or Llpschltz or boundedness condltlons on ,u or f as 
are needed m these references 
2 THE LINEAR THEORY FOR A < += 
In this sectlon certam Banach spaces and operators are defined and the necessary linear 
theory 1s developed when A < + m Let R and R+ denote the set of reals and nonnegatlve 
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reals respectively and let A denote the set of contmu6us. fhnctlons ,u E CO([O, A), R) which 
satisfy 
hm M(a) = +m where M(a) = 
G-+A- 
For ,u E A define B, to be the lmear space of contmuous functions h E CO([O, A], R) for which 
h(a) exp M(a) 1s contmuous on [0, A] It IS not difficult to see that B, 1s a Banach space when 
endowed with the norm 
where 
0 5 a < A 
a=A 
Note that p. E B, and that h E B, lmphes h(A) = 0 
Also needed will be the product space R X B, subject o the norm 11 II+ = 1 1 + 11$, and 
the Banach space L, = L,([O, A], R) with the norm llhllL = (Jtjh(a)\du) 
Consider the nonhomogeneous linear system of equations 
P’(a) + P(U)P(U) = hh), 0 C a < A 
p(O) = I oA mpw da + h, (2 1) 
and the associated homogeneous system 
p’(a) + &)/.‘(a) = 0, 0 < a < A 
A PUN = I g(a)p(a) du (2 2) 0 
In these equations ,U E A, (h,, h2) E R X B, and gp, E L, By a solution of (2 1) or (2 2) 
zn B, IS meant a function p E B, which IS also contmously dlfferentlable on (0, A), 1 e a 
function p E B, cl C’((O, A), R) 
An integration of the differential equation in (2 2) easily shows that (2 2) has a nontnvlal 
solution m B, d and only if 
I 
A 
g(u)po(u) da = 1 (2 3) 
0 
m which case all solutions have the form p(u) = cp,(a), c E R 
All solutions of the nonhomogeneous dlfferentlal equation m (2 1) have the form 
p(u) = PO(U) 1 , cER (2 4) 
and he m B,, tl C’ Thus, the nonhomogeneous system (2 1) is solvable m B, if and only If 
the equation 
&)Po(a) do]c = h, + c g(u)/%(u) [ h2(a)lpo(a) da da (2 5) 
1s solvable for c E R 
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These facts can be summarized m the followmg Fredholm-type altematlve for the linear 
nonhomogeneous system (2 1) ezfher the homogeneous slstem (2 2) has no nontrzvral solurzo~7 
m B, zn whzch case the nonhomogeneous system (2 1) has a unzque solution B,, for each (h, 
hz) E R x B, or (2 2) has nontrlvlal solutzons zn B,, m whzch case (2 1) has a solution in 





’ h>(a)/p&) da da = 0 (2 6) 
0 0 
In the first case (which occurs when (2 3) falls to hold), the unique solution of (2 1) 1s 
given by p = S(h,, hJ E B, n C’ where the solution operator S 1s defined by 
LEMMA 
Assume that p E A, gp, E L, and (2 2) has no nontrzvlal solution m B,, (I e (2 3) fads 
to hold) The solutron operator S R x B,, += B, IS lmear and compact Moreover, the range 
of S fres m B, rl C’((0, A), R) 
Proof That S(h,, h,) IS linear m (h,, hz) and belongs to C’ are obvious The mequahtles 
(2 8) 
where k, = Allgpoll,, kz = 11 - _I-; g(a)po(a) da/-’ and k = max (k?, k,k, + A) show that 
IlS(h,, Mlp 5 kll(h, Mll+ or, in other words, that S IS a bounded operator All that remams 
to demonstrate IS the compactness of S 
Suppose (hy, hy) IS a bounded sequence in R X B,, It IS to be shown that the sequence 
Pm = S(h;, hy) has a convergent subsequence m B,, From (2 8) it follows that the sequence 
s,,(a) = p,(a)lp,(a) IS a uniformly bounded sequence of functions continuous on [0, A] 
Moreover, the first equation m the system (2 1) shows that s,:(a) = hf(a)lp,(a) which lmphes 
that the sequence of denvatives s,‘,(a) IS also uniformly bounded on [O, A] Consequently, there 
exists a sequence s,,(a) which converges uniformly on [O, A] to a contmuous function s(a) 
Define 
p(a) = 
s(a)p,(a), 0 5 a < A 
0, a=A 
Clearly p E B,, and P,“, -+ p In B,, Thus S IS compact 0 
3 GLOBAL BRANCHES OF POSITIVE EQUILIBRIA WHEN A i +x 
By a solution of the eqmhbnum equations (1 2) m R E B,, will be meant an ordered pair 
(n, p) E R x B,i for which p also belongs to C’([O, A], R) For example, (n, 0) IS a solution 
for all n E R This section deals with posztzve solutions In R x B,,, that IS with solutions (n, 
p) for which p(a) > 0 on [0, A) 
Let Q C B,, be an open set contarnmg 0 E R The assumptions needed on p and f are 
the followmg 
HI f and p Lun be wrztten 
f = f(a) + r,(p). P = P(U) + r:(p), r,(O) = 0 
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where p(a) E A, f(a)p,(u) E L,, .fG f(a)p&) da = 1 mu’ the opemxs no Q + f.1 
and nz S2 ---) I?,, defined by n,@) = pr,((pl) ure contznuous and sutzs- Ilnl(p)jjL = 
Wl~ll,J and II&) IL = WP II,3 near P = 0 
This hypothesis Hl 1s basically a continuity assumption on the death and fertihty rates p 
and f, or more precisely on the remainder terms r,, as operators between certain p spaces It 
IS stated m terms of the defined operators n, for reasons of slmphclty, because this IS precisely 
the requirement needed for the proof of Theorem 1 below In any case, the contmulty of the 
n, IS as easy m general to verify m apphcatlons as that of the r, One can easily wnte down 
condltlons on the remainder terms r, (or, what amounts to the same thmg, on ,LI and f) under 
which Hl holds, If desired For example, the remamders r, need only be defined on the cone 
B,+ of nonnegutzve functzons 0 5 p E B,, m which case the contmulty of r, B,+ + L, and 
r2 B,’ ---) B, and the order condltlons IlrI@)IIL = O(llpll;,), Ilr2@)ll,, = O(llpllj,), 0 < y, suffice 
More will be said about Hl m Section 7 
Recall that a contmuum 1s a closed, connected set The notation a(f) denotes the boundary 
of a set r 
THEOREM 1 
Assume that A < + m and that the death and fertzlzty rates ,~(a, p) and f(u, p) satzsfy 
hypotheszs H 1 There exists a maxzmul contznuum C’ C R X Q wzth the followzng propertzes 
(a) (1, 0) E C+ 
(b) (n, p) E C’/{(l, O)> 1s a positive solution of the equlhbnum equations (1 2) with 
A< +m 
(c) C’ n a(R x i2) # 0 
By (b), C’ IS a contmuum of positive equlhbnum solutions of the general McKendnck 
system (1 1) with A < += Conclusion (a) says that this contmuum of posltlve equlhbna 
bifurcates from (1 e intersects) the branch of tnvlal equlhbna (n, O), n E R, at the cntlcal 
inherent net reproductive rate value of n = 1 It follows from the proof of Theorem 1 given 
below and from general bifurcation pnnciples that n = 1 is the only possible such cntlcal 
value of the blfurcatlon parameter n Property (c) states that the contmuum of positive equlhbna 
exists globally in the sense that it reaches the boundary of the set R x Sz on which the problem 
has been posed and on which Hl holds The open set 52 is allowed to be the whole space B, 
m Hl and Theorem 1, m which case c~(R x 62) = cQ and (c) IS to be interpreted as statmg 
that the contmuum C’ IS unbounded m R x B, 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 1 we note that from (1 2a) follows p(a) = p(O) exp 
( -M(a, p)) Thus, nontrivial solutions of (1 2) have the followmg znvurzunt szgn property d 
(n, p) E R X Q, p * 0, is a solution of (1 2) then either p(u) > 0 or p(a) < 0 for all 
0 5 a < A 5 + m, 1 e any nontnvial solution is either positive or negative on [0, A) 
Proof of Theorem 1 The equlhbnum 
hypotheses on ,u and f m Hl , m the form 
P’(a) -t P(a)p(a) = -pr&) 
P(0) = &)P(4 da + 1 
equations (1 2a, b) can be wntten, by use of the 
(3 1) 
Equation (1 2c) IS automatically satisfied by solutions p E B, Note that 
A 
I 0 
&+)P&) da = 5 
and thus (2 3) falls to hold Thus, by means of the compact linear operator S define m 
2, (3 1) can be reformulated, for nonnegatlve solutions at least, m the operator form 
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Note that by the Lemma of Section 2 any solution p E B, of (1 2) must he m C’ Because S 
IS linear and compact, it follows that the linear operator L B,, --i, B, 1s compact and the oper- 
ator H R x Q + B, IS completely continuous Moreover, by HI the operator H satisfies 
IW, P)II+ = O(llPII,) near p = 0 uniformly on bounded / E R Intervals 
If (1, p) E R X Sz IS a positive solution of (3 l), then (n, p) where n = / + 112 IS a 
posltlve solution of the equlllbnum Equations (1 2) (the absolute values m the n, defined m 
Hl being irrelevant d p 5. 0) On the other hand, If (A, p) E R X i2 is a negative solution of 
(3 2), then (1, -p) E R X Sz IS a positive solution This follows because H(r, p) = 
-H(l, -p) for all (1, p) E R X s2 with p 5 0 
The goal of the proof IS to apply Rabmowltz’s altematlve[9] to (3 2) To do this we must 
first establish some facts concerning the linear operator L To find the charactenstlc values 1 
of L, note that p = ALp 1s equivalent to the lmear homogeneous system (2 2) with g(u) replaced 
by nf(u) As observed m Section 2 nontnvlal solutions exist If and only If (2 3) holds, 1 e If 
and only d n = 1 (or ,4 = l/2), m which case the charactenstlc solutions p E B,, are constant 
multiples of p,(u) 
This sole charactenstlc value i, = l/2 of L IS simple For, suppose that p E B,, IS such 
that (l/U, - 1)*p = 0 Then (1/2L - 1)~ = kpo = l/2kLp0 for some k E R Thus p = 
L(1/2p - 1/2kp,,) which 1s equivalent to the equations 
p’(u) + Pc(4Pb) = 0, pm = f(u)p(u)da - ; k 
Inasmuch as Hl Implies that (2 3) holds with g(u) replaced by f(u) (1 e the associated ho- 
mogeneous system has a nontnvlal solution) the “orthogonahty condltlon” (2 6) of the Fred- 
holm alternative stated m Section 2 must hold for this system This means that k = 0 and 
hence that (1/2L - r)p = 0 In summary, (112L - 1)*p = 0 Implies (112L - f)p = 0 which 
m turn implies that 1 = l/2 IS simple 
Corollary 1 12 of [9] now lmphes the existence of a continuum C C R X Q satisfymg 
E C, C rl d(R x f-2) Z 0 
(1, p) E Cl solves (3 2) and 0 f; P E B,, 
The second alternative m the Corollary 1 12, namely that C connects to another charactenstlc 
solution (A, 0), ;1 # l/2, IS ruled out here by the umqueness of the charactenstlc value i = 
l/2 of L 
Now (A, p) E C lmphes p’ + (p + r,()pl))p = 0 and hence that the mvanant sign prop- 
ertyholds,~ e Ifp f Otheneltherp > Oorp < Oon[O,A) ThusC = {(l/2,0)} U C, U C_ 
where (I, p) E C, lmphes p > 0 and (1, p) E C- lmphes p < 0 on [O, A) Theorem 1 IS 
proved by setting 
C+ = {(I, 0)) u (6 P)l { in -iyp) EC+} u {ol. -P(l- ;dl) EC-} rl 
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If Sz = B, in H 1 and Theorem 1, that IS to say If p and f are globally defined functlonals 
of the density p E B,,, then the contmuum C’ is unbounded m R X B,, This means that either 
the spectrum of C’ 
u = {n E Rl(n, p) E C+l{(l, 0)) for some p E B,,} (3 3) 
or the posltwe equlltbrlum solution set associated with C' 
#r+ = (p E B,l(n, p) E C+/{(l,O)} for some n E R} 
IS unbounded (or both) The closures of CJ and Z+ are contmua 
The spectrum CJ IS connected and IS consequently an Interval of reals Note that the interval 
CJ is not necessary the “spectrum” of the system (1 1) nor IS ,.X + necessarily the posltlve solution 
set of (1 1) because there might well exist posmve solutions of (1 1) not lying on the contmuum 
C+ of posltlve solutions connecting to the blfurcatlon point (n, p) = (1, 0) For example see 
Section 6 In SectIon 5 some results concerning the spectrum 0 are given First, however, we 
bnefly show how the results of this section and of Section 2 can be extended to include the 
case A = +x 
4 THECASEA= += 
For simphclty of presentation A was taken to be a finite real number m Sections 2 and 3 
Quite often however the McKendrlck model (1 1) IS studied with A = + ~0 In tl-ns section It 
IS shown how the results of Sections 2 and 3 can be extended to the more technically comphcated 
case when A = + 3~ 
Let d ,’ denote the set of nonnegative functions p E CO([O, + m), R + ) for which 
Then p E A: implies hm,., M(a) = +x For p E A,+ and 0 < v 5 1 define B, , to be 
the Banach space of contmuous functions h E CO([O, + x), R) for which /l/z jjp, < + CQ where 
llhll, , = sup Ih(a)ilp,,(a), p,,(a) = exp (-vM(a)) 
IO +=I 
Note that pop(u) E B, 1 for all 1’ % /3 I 1 Also note that h E B, , lmphes hm, +x h(u) = 0 
Denote p,(a) = p. , = exp (-M(a)) 
The product space R X B,,) ~11 be given the norm 11 I/+ = 1 j + /( I/,, I and L, will now 
denote the space L,([O, +=:), R) under the norm IJh(lL = (J;lh(u)lda) 
First consider the lmear theory for systems (2 l’r and (2 2) with A = + CC m which case 
all solutions agam have the form p = cp,(u), c E R All solutions of the nonhomogeneous 
system (2 1) agam have the form (2 4) To see that this general solution lies m B,, for 
h E B, , consider the following mequahties 
ho(a) i” MWpo(a) da//p0 ,(a) 
0 
I [Ih2(a)l/po ,(a)lpo,(N exp (-[ P(rMs) dalpO,W 
(4 1) 
5 hII,, I /f exp ((1’ - 1) 1” p(s)ds) da % Ilhrll,, ,kl, I < + r: 
” 
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The last integral IS bounded by a constant k, / < +x for a z 0 because If a z 0 1s so large 
that p(a) 2 ~12 for a 2 a then for a 2 a 
O<cexp[(v- l)[ic(r)dsjda=[+[exp((U- l)/.p(s)ds)da 
Sa+ (v - 1) i ~(a - a) da I a + 2/(1 - 1))~ < +x. 
The general solution (2 4) m fact hes m B,, , II C’([O, + =), R) 
Using (2 4) one finds that the nonhomogeneous system (2 1) 1s solvable for (h,, h2) E 
R x B, v d and only d (2 5) with A = + ~0 is solvable for c E R The integral on the r h s 
of (2 5) IS finite and m fact satisfies 
Thus, the Fredhoim uiternatlve for Section 2 remains vultd for (2 1) when A = +x 
provided ,u E AZ, gp, , E L, for 0 < v < 1 and the Banach space B,, IS replaced by B,, , 
If the homogeneous system (2 2) has no nontnvlal solution (1 e (2 3) with A = + x fails 
to hold), then the unique solutton of the nonhomogeneous system (2 1) IS given again by (2 7) 
(wtth A = +m) Usmg (4 1) and (4 2) one finds that the linear solution operator 
S R x B,, , + B,, IS bounded 
All that remains to show for the validanon of the Lemma in Section 2 for the case A = + x 
IS the key property of compactness for S Suppose that (h;“, hy) 1s a bounded sequence u-r 
R x B,,p, j3 > v We wish to show that the sequence of soluttons p,,(a) = S(h’[, h$‘) of (2 1) 
has a convergent subsequence in B,, p By (4 3) the sequence s,,(a) = p,,,(a)/p, ,,(a) IS uniformly 
bounded m a z 0 and m Moreover 
b,,ldai = kYaVp~&z) +CP - l),4a)p,(a)~po~(a)l 
5 IlhFII,,p + (1 - P)~*~,,,dlM’~ WI+ 
shows that the sequence of denvattves of s,(u) IS umformly bounded Here it IS assumed that 
,u E A,’ 1s a bounded functton 0 5 p(a) I ,a* < +m Consequently, there exists a subse- 
quence s,~ which converges umformly for a 2 0 to a bounded on compact sets to a continuous 
function s(a) Define p(a) = s(u) exp (-/M(a)), whtch clearly belongs to B,,, Moreover, 
it IS clear that pm, ---* p m B,, b 
Thus, cf p E A,+, gp, v E L, for 0 < v < 1 and if ,a 1s boundedfor a 2 0, then the Lemma 
of Section 2 remains v&d for A = + CQ provided B,, 1s replaced by B,, I and R X B,, by 
R x Bllb.P> v 
Having now seen that the lmear results of Section 2 can be extended to analogous results 
for the case A = fm, we turn to the nonlinear equihbnum equations (1 2) when A = +a 
For thts case, hypothesis Hl IS modtfied as follows 
H2 f and p can be written 
f = f(u) + r,(p), P = ,&a) + rdp), r,(O) = 0 
where ,~(a) E A,’ IS boundedfor a Z 0, f(u)po , (a) E L, for 0 < v < 1, .fC f(a)p&) da = 1 
and the operator7 n, n+L, undn, R-B,,, defined by n,(p) = pr,(lp() are contlnUous 
and satisfy llnI(pNL = Wlpll,, ,I and h(p) II/( I = WPII,, ,I near P = 0 
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Here Q 3 0 IS an open set 0 E Q c B,, , m B,,,{, fi > I’ With this hypothesis m place of 
Hl the proof of Theorem 1 remams valid as given m Sectlon 3 with A = +x and B,, replaced 
by B,, 
Thus with A = + =, HI replaced by H2 and B,, replated by B,, I the conclusions of 
Theorem 1 remam valid for the equdrbrlum equatzons (1 2) wzth A = + m All of the remarks 
followmg Theorem 1 and Its proof m Section 3 also remam vahd from A = +m and B,, 1s 
replaced by B,, , (mcludmg the mvanant sign property and the definitions of the sets CJ and 
E:+) 
5 SOME RESULTS CONCERNING THE SPECTRUM u 
Define the reproductive ratio R(p) at an equdlbrlum density p to be the ratio of the net 
reproductive rate at p to the inherent net reproductive rate Thus 
R@) = A f(a, P) exp (-Ma, P)) da (5 1) 
Equation (1 2a) IS equivalent to p(a) = p(0) exp ( - M(a, p)) which when subsmuted Into 
(1 2b) yields, for nontnvlal solutions p f 0, the mvanance result that 
n R(p) = 1 (5 2) 
This identity means that the population’s net reproductive rate at any equlhbrmm density p 1s 
always one, i e at exact replacement 
Recall that n IS the inherent net reproductive rate, 1 e the net reproductive rate at p = 0 
The normahzatlon (1 3) implies that R(0) = 1 Thus (5 2) holds for all (n, p) E C’ and hence 
it allows for some rather straightforward conclusions regarding the spectral interval 0 
(I) Some general propertzes of o Define 
or = sup t7 and 0, 
R, = sup R(p) and 
p&r+ 
THEOREM 2 
= mf c7 
R, = ,;yf+ R(P) 
Let C’ UP the contznuum of solutions m Theorem 1 (or rn the extension of Theorem 1 
described m Section 2 for the case A = + 3~ ) Let o be the spectrum assocrated with C+ as 
dejned by (3 3) Then 
(a) Ola,I 1 SC,5 +m, 
(b) R, = 0 rfandonly zfo, = +m, 
(c) R, > 0 lmplles as = 1 JR, and thus R, 5 1, 
(d) R, = +x zfand only zfo, = 0, 
(e) R, < +x lmpbes a, = l/R, and thus R, 2 1 
Proof (a) If 0 E (3, then there exists a p E B, (or B,, ,), p + 0, such that (0, p) E C’ 
But then (1 2b) implies p(O) = 0 and (1 2a) m turn lmphes the contradlctlon p = 0 Thus 
0 @ o Since n = 1 hes m the closure of g and since G 1s a connected interval (a) follows 
(b) If R, = 0 then there exists a sequence (n,,,, p,) E C+ for which R(p,) - R, = 0 
By (5 2), nmR(p,n) = 1 for all m and hence n, ---, +a: which m turn implies os = +m 
Conversely suppose gs = +m Then there exists a sequence (n,, p,) E C’ such that 
n,, * + = Then n,,,R@,,) = 1 for all_ m implies R@,,) +- 0 and hence R, = 0 
(c) If R, > 0 then 1 = nR(p) 2 nR, for all (n, p) E C’ This lmphes n -( l/R, for all 
17 E CT and hence os 5 l/R, On the other hand, R, > 0 lmplles us < += by (b) Then 
1 = nR(p) 5 a,R(p) for all (n, p) E C’ or R(p) 2 110, for all p E .E” This m turn implies 
R, 2 l/a, Thus R,a, = 1 Then R, 5 1 follows by (a) 
(d) and (e) are proved m a manner quite slmllar to (b) and (c) respectively q 
Theorem 2 relates the endpomts of the spectral interval a to propemes of the reproductive 
ratlo R(p) when p 1s an equdlbnum solution These properties of R can m turn be related to 
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propertles of the vital rates ,u and f by means of the defimtlon (5 I), that 1s to say one can 
often deduce certam propertles of R from propertles of p and f via (5 1) 
Although m general the functional dependence of ,u and f on population density p can 
take many forms, some broad fundamental propertles are nearly always assumed m attempting 
to make reasonably realistic models Usually the fertlhty rate f 1s m some sense a nonmcreasmg 
if not a decreasmg functional of p, at least for “large” p (it may increase with p for small 
densities p) Similarly the death rate p is usually taken to be a nondecreasmg functional of p 
for large p, but may be decreasing for small p (a phenomenon often termed “depensatlon” or 
an Allee-Robertson effect) Also, m the population dynamlcal setting, f and p ~111 always be 
nonnegative, an assumption not needed m Theorems 1 and 2 
(11) Some results concernzng d when A < +x Some illustrations of the dlscusslon Im- 
mediately above to some restncted, but still rather general cases are given m Corollanes 2 and 
3 below for the case A < + m These results are based upon the followmg simple corollary of 
Theorem 2 
COROLLARY 1 
Assume A < + tQ 
(a) Suppose that Hl holds with Sz = B, and suppose that R(p,,) ---, 0 for any sequence 
pm E B,i of posztlve sofutlons of (1 2a) for whzch llp,,,ll + + m Then 0, = +mfor the con- 
tlnuum C+ of Theorem 1 
(b) Suppose that HI holds and that R(p) 5 k f or some k E R, 1 5 k < fx, andfor all 
posrfve solutions p E Bd of (1 2a) Then a, 2 1 ik 
Proof (a) Since Q = B,, either C+ IS unbounded or cs = + m But If C + IS unbounded 
then us = +m by Theorem 2(b) Thus, m either case cs = + m 
(b) Smce R, % k follows from the assumption, Q, >- l/k follows from Theorem 2(e) 0 
Note for example that If k = 1 m Corollary l(b) then u, = 1 and the spectral mterval 
has the form cr = (1, a,) or (1, o,] It follows m this case that the btfurcatlon IS supercntlcal 
or “to the nght” One case for which this happens IS the case when it 1s assumed that the 
smallest death rate occurs, for all age classes, at lowest population densltles 
0 5 Aa) = da, 0) 5 da, p), (a, p) E [O, Al x B: (5 3) 
and that the largest fertility rate occurs, for all age classes, at lowest population densities 
f(a) = f(a, 0) 2 f(a, P) 1 0, (a, P) E [O, Al X BZ (5 4) 
Under these assumptions It follows from (5 1) and (I 3) that 
R(p) 4 I * f(a) exp (-M(a)) da = 1, p E B,’ 0 
Thus k = 1 m Corollary I(b) 
COROLLARY 2 
If A < +m, Hl with Q = B, and (5 3)-(5 4) hold, then the spectral uzterval of C‘ zn 
Theorem 1 has the form c = (1, a,) or (1, a,] 
If it also occurs that os = + m, then It would be the case that o = (1, + *) and one 
would have the mterestmg case that posltlve equlhbrla exist for all Inherent net reproductive 
rates n greater than the cntlcal value n = 1 One way m which o, = +m can occur IS by 
means of the assumption on R(p) m Corollary I(a), which means roughly that fertdity drops 
to zero as population density Increases without bound This 1s a very common modellmg 
assumption (This occurs also when R@) drops to zero as the death rate fi Increases wlthout 
bound with population density p ) To see a fairly general example consider the commonly 
assumed case when the fertility rate 1s multlphcatlvely separable f = f(a)$(p) Specifically, 
assume the followmg 
H3 
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(1) f = f(a)@(_f;w(a)p(a) da) 2 0 where 0 5 f(a)p,(a) E L,, j$f(a)po(a) da = l, 
0 I w(a)p,(a) E L, , fiw(a)p,(a) da > 0 and 4 E C”(R ‘, R ‘) 1s nonzncreuszng wzth 
lim, +% 4(x) = 0 and I&x) - 11 = O((xlj) for 0 < y E R and x near 0, (11) p 
sat&es Hl, (5 3) and ,~(a, p) 5 F(a) E A for (a, p) E [O, A] X B; 
It 1s easy to show that H3 implies Hl, (5 3) and (5 4) Thus 0, = 1 by Corollary 2 The 
following corollary shows that o1 = +m under H3 
COROLLARY 3 
If A < + 33 und H3 hold, then G = (1, + m) for the contmuum C + of Theorem 1 
Note that (5 3) and (5 4) imply r?(P) 2 0 and r,(p) L 0 m Hl respectively Thus under 
Hl and (5 3) 
d@(a) exp (Wa)))lda = -pr,(p) exp (M(a)) 5 0 
and hence llpll,, = p(O) for any positive solution p of (1 2a) 
Proof of Corollary 3 All that needs be shown 1s 0, = +m and this ~111 be done by an 
application of Corollary 1 (a) Suppose pm E B; 1s a sequence of positive solutions of (1 2a) 
for which /[p,J,, = p,(O) -+ +m as m --, + m By H3(11) 
I 
* w(a)p,@) da = p,(O) 44 exp (-Wa, ~1) da Z- IIp,,&,wO 
0 
where 
This lmplles, together with H3 (1), that 
4* = 4 
( 
I” wWpm(4 du --, 0 
0 
Since 
0 i R(p,) 5 
I U 
* f(u)4 * w(a)p,(a)da 
0 0 1 
exp (-M(u, p,,,)) da 5 +m r f(a)Po(a) da = b 
0 
It follows that R(p,) --) 0 as m --;, + m 0 
Hypotheses H3 allows for a general dependence off on a and for a fairly general functional 
dependence on p The key requirement 1s the multlpllcatlve separabdlty and the requn-ement 
that 11m _+x 4(x) = 0 (It is not difficult to modify H3(1) 1n an obvious way for non-separable 
f 1n such a way as to retam the proof and the Corollary ) To (5 3) hypothesis H3(11) adds an 
age-speclf1c upper bound on the density dependent death rate p 
(111) The case A = + x The general results 1n (1) concemmg 0 are valid when A = + cQ 
Thus Corollary 1 and its proof stand as given when A = + m 1f B,, and 11+1& are replaced by 
B,, I and (( (Ifl I and Hl IS replaced by H2 The same 1s easily seen to be true of Corollary 2 
Corollary 3 with A = + m is valid as stated, as 1s its proof, 1f 1n addition to these changes the 
condition fpop E L, replaces fpo E L., (It IS also necessary to note that llpjlp, = p(O) for 
positive solutions This follows from 
d@(a) exp (vM(a)))lda = (-pr*(p) + (1’ - l),~p) exp (M(a)) I 0 
which holds for p 2 0 because 0 C 1’ < 1, p 2 0 under H3 and rz@) 2 0 by (5 3) ) 
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(iv) An example An example of a commonly used fertihty rate functional of the form 
required by H3(1) 1s 
1 + 
where [xl+ = xdx?Oand[x], = 0 If x < 0 (see [4]) By Corollary 3, D = ( 1, + xc) for 
this example For the even simpler case when ,~(a, p) = ,&a), this can be seen by a du-ect 
solution of (1 2) for p(a) = (n - l)p,(a)lfi w(u)p,(a)du This 1s a special case of the dp- 
phcatton consldered m the next sectlon 
6 AN APPLICATION 
ForA = 1 take&z,p) = l/(1 - a) Ed and 
f = !-(a)[1 + ~WP) - (1 + PW2(~)l+, B E R, f(u) 2 0 
where fpo = (1 - u)f(u) E L, 1s chosen such that J-h (1 - a)f(u) da = I and where 
Here wp, = (1 - u)w(u) E L, IS chosen such that & (1 - a)w(u) da = 1 Hl 1s satisfied 
for these vital rates p and f The fertility rate 1s (the posltlve part of) a quadratic polynomial 
in the functional W(p) and serves as a generalization of the example at the end of the previous 
sect1on[4] where /J = - 1 
The equtl1bnum equations become 
(a) p’(u) + p(u)l(l - a) = 0, 0 < a < 1 
(b) ~(0) = n j-’ f(a)[l + W(P) - (1 + P)W’ (p)l+ p(a) da (6 1) 
0 
(cl p(l) = 0 
Equattons (a) and (c) are easily solved p(u) = c (1 - a), L E R+ Substltutlon of this solution 
into (b) leads to an algebraic quadratic equation for c E R+ 
n(1 + p)c2 - /lnc + (1 - n) = 0 (6 2) 
the solution c of which, as a function of n > 0, depends on the value of /I The three qualltatlvely 
different cases are graphed m Fig 1 below The continuum of posltlve equlhbna C’ = 
{(n, c(1 - a))((n, c) E Ci}, where C 0’ 1s the solution branch of the quadratic (6 2) connecting 
to (n, c) = (1, 0) as 1s indicated m Fig 1, IS the continuum of Theorem 1 It is clearly 
unbounded as guaranteed by Theorem l(c) In fact Z’ 1s bounded and the spectrum CJ 1s 
unbounded (a, = +m) m every case 
Beyond the existence of a global branch of eqmhbna, this example Illustrates some further 
possible properties of the equlllbnum equations Case (a) 1n Fig 1 when /? < - 1 shows that 
1t IS not necessmly true that all equlhbna he on the branch C+ of Theorem 1 nor that the 
spectrum G of C+ 1s necessanly the spectrum of the equlhbnum equations (1 2) (which 1n case 
‘a) 1s R+) Cases (b) and (c) m Fig 1 show that the bifurcation from (n, p) = (1, 0) can be 
super- or subcrltlcal and that B, can be < 1 
The three cases m Rg I are distinguished by the value of /I, I e by the nature of the 
functional response of the fertility rate f to the weighted density functional W(p) These cases 
are Illustrated m Fig 2 
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Fig 1 The solution C of (6 2) 4s plotted as a fun&on of n > 0 rn the three quahtatlvely chfferent cases 
dependmg on the value of /I Eqmhbnum solutions of (6 I) a~ given by p = c(l - a) In case (a), p* = 1. 
p** = -l/(1 + elf/?< -2andp* = -l/(1 + p),p** = 1 If -2<p< -1 
7 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The mam result of this paper IS contamed m Theorem 1 and its extension described m 
Section 4 to the case when A = + m It states that the McKendnck equations (1 1) for the 
birth and death processes of an age-structured population has, for death rate ,U = ~(a, p) and 
fertility rate F = $(a, p) where f 1s normalized by (1 3) and n is the inherent net reproductive 
rate, a global continuum of positive equlllbna (n, p) E R X B, (R X B,, when A = +CQ) 
solely under the contmulty assumption Hl (H2 when A = + m) on ~1 and f This contmuum 
bifurcates from the cntlcal point (1, 0) and connects to the boundary of R X 52 where Q is 
the domain of definition of p and f as functlonals of population density p The simple continuity 
hypothesis Hl (or H2) is quite mild m comparison to the V~IXOUS monotomclty, boundedness, 
Llpschltz and dlfferentlablhty restnctlons placed on h and f in previous literature 
HI and H2 require that f and p, or more accurately the operators nl and n2, map B, and 
B,, , respectively into certain Banach spaces In the case of the fertility rate f, the operator IZ, 
must map into L, This is a minimal and quite natural restnctlon for the McKendnck equations 
(1 1) It 1s satisfied, for example, when A < +m if the remainder term r, satisfies r,(p) exp 
( -M(a)) E L, for p E B, 
f 
f 
Fig 2 The functional response of the fertihty rate f (for fixed age a) IS plotted against the welghted dens@ 
functional W 
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For the death rate p, Hl (or H2) reqmres the operator n? to map mto B,, (or B,, , when 
A = +x) This means roughly that r:(p) must, for y E f2 C B,, (or B,, ,). be a bounded 
function of a E [0, A) In an apphcatlon this may be the most restnctlve requirement of Hl 
or H2 For example, when A < +x, Hl cannot be satisfied by a death rate functional for 
which the remainder term r2 has the form ,&a)W(p) where W 1s a functlonal on B, such as 
_ft w(a)p(a)da because m order for nz to map mto B,, it would be necessary for ,~(a) to be a 
bounded function of a E [0, A) which 1s lmcompatlble with ,D E .4 Or, as another example 
If r2(p) = p(a)p, 0 < y E R+ then Hl 1s satisfied only If ,D E d satlsfles some addltlonal 
restraint such as the boundedness of I,D(u)/ exp ( - ;vM(u)) for a E [0, A) These simple examples 
show that the hypotheses Hl or H2 are, at least with regard to the death rate ,D, slightly more 
restnctlve than they might first appear to be 
The requirements of /.i and f are the most natural and straightforward ones for the approach 
taken here It 1s possible that other Banach spaces could be used m Hl and H2 and still obtain 
the general result of Theorem 1 under such mild continuity assumptions only To do this by 
means of the global blfucatlon theorem of Rabmowltz[9] used here would require that the linear 
theory of Sectlons 2 and 4 remam valid on these spaces and m particular that the crucial 
compactness property of the solution operator S hold 
Theorem 1 1s purely an existence result There are several other important and interesting 
questions which are not addressed here, such as the uniqueness of posltlve equlhbna vs the 
existence of multiple positive equlhbna, the stability of equlhbna, the structure of the bifurcating 
branch of positive eqmhbna (especially near blfurcatlon) and the structure of the spectrum (T 
(with which Section 5 deals) and the set C’ 
In a forthcommg paper[2] the properties of the blfurcatmg branch of positive equlhbrla 
~111 be studied m detail locally near the blfurcatlon point (n. p) = (1, 0) A parameterlzatlon 
of the local branch will be developed which will show the nature of the equlhbna near blfur- 
cation, the dlrectlon of blfurcatlon and how It depends on the vital rates ,D and f, and the 
stablhty of the branch equlllbna and the tnvral eqmhbnum p = 0 As 1s commonly the case, 
these results will show that the tnvlal equlhbnum loses stability as n increases through the 
cntlcal bifurcation value n = 1 while the stability of the positive branch equlhbna depends on 
the direction of blfurcatlon (namely, nght blfurcatmg branches are stable and left bifurcating 
branches are unstable) Even when the local branch equlhbna are stable near cnticahty the 
stablhty may not persist globally along the branch however A secondary, Hopf type blfurcatlon 
to time penodlc solutions of (1 1) can occur[ 11 The global dynamics and stability picture for 
(1 1) can be qmte complex and remams a challenging problem 
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Note added m proof 
To HI and H2 must be added the dssumptlon that n, takes bounded sets to bounded sets 
